The Softwires Working Group has selected Layer Two Tunneling Protocol version 2 (L2TPv2) as the phase 1 protocol to be deployed in the Softwire "Hub and Spoke" solution space. This document describes the framework for the L2TPv2 "Hub and Spoke" solution, and the implementation details specified in this document should be followed to achieve interoperability among different vendor implementations.
In 
Requirements Language
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119] . L2TPv2 supports an optional in-band keepalive mechanism that injects HELLO control messages after a specified period of time has elapsed since the last data or control message was received on a tunnel (see Section 5.5 of [RFC2661] ). If the HELLO control message is not reliably delivered, then the Control Channel and its Session will be torn down. In the Softwire context, the L2TPv2 keepalive is used to monitor the connectivity status between the SI and SC and/or as a refresh mechanism for any NAT/NAPT translation entry along the access link.
LCP ECHO offers a similar mechanism to monitor the connectivity status, as described in [ other possible protocols involved to complete the solution. This section examines the four scenarios for both IPv6-over-IPv4 (Section 3.1) and IPv4-over-IPv6 (Section 3.2) encapsulations.
IPv6-over-IPv4 Softwires with L2TPv2
The following sub-sections cover IPv6 connectivity (SPH) across an IPv4-only access network (STH) using a Softwire.
Host CPE as Softwire Initiator
The Softwire Initiator (SI) is the host CPE (directly connected to a modem), which is dual-stack. There is no other gateway device. The IPv4 traffic SHOULD NOT traverse the Softwire. See Figure 1 . Stateless Address Autoconfiguration / Neighbor Discovery runs over the IPv6-over-PPP link, and the LNS can inform the host CPE of a prefix to use for stateless address autoconfiguration through a Router Advertisement (RA) while other non-address configuration options (such as DNS [RFC3646] or other servers' addresses that might be available) can be conveyed to the host CPE via DHCPv6.
Router CPE as Softwire Initiator
The Softwire Initiator (SI) is the router CPE, which is a dual-stack device. The IPv4 traffic SHOULD NOT traverse the Softwire. See Figure 2 . Interface-Identifier to the router CPE or perform uniqueness validation for the two interface identifiers at the two PPP ends [RFC5072] . After IPv6-over-PPP is up, IPv6 Stateless Address Autoconfiguration / Neighbor Discovery runs over the IPv6-over-PPP link, and the LNS can inform the router CPE of a prefix to use for stateless address autoconfiguration through a Router Advertisement (RA). DHCPv6 can be used to perform IPv6 Prefix Delegation (e.g., delegating a prefix to be used within the home network [RFC3633] ) and convey other non-address configuration options (such as DNS [RFC3646] ) to the router CPE.
Host behind CPE as Softwire Initiator
The CPE is IPv4-only. The Softwire Initiator (SI) is a dual-stack host (behind the IPv4-only CPE), which acts as an IPv6 host CPE. The IPv4 traffic SHOULD NOT traverse the Softwire. See Figure 3 . In this scenario, after the L2TPv2 Control Channel and Session establishment and PPP LCP negotiation (and optionally PPP Authentication) are successful, IPV6CP negotiates IPv6-over-PPP, which also provides the capability for the ISP to assign the 64-bit Interface-Identifier to the v4/v6 router or perform uniqueness validation for the two interface identifiers at the two PPP ends [RFC5072] . After IPv6-over-PPP is up, IPv6 Stateless Address Autoconfiguration / Neighbor Discovery runs over the IPv6-over-PPP link, and the LNS can inform the v4/v6 router of a prefix to use for stateless address autoconfiguration through a Router Advertisement RFC 5571
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June 2009 (RA). DHCPv6 can be used to perform IPv6 Prefix Delegation (e.g., delegating a prefix to be used within the home network [RFC3633] ) and convey other non-address configuration options (such as DNS [RFC3646] ) to the v4/v6 router.
IPv4-over-IPv6 Softwires with L2TPv2
The following sub-sections cover IPv4 connectivity (SPH) across an IPv6-only access network (STH) using a Softwire.
Host CPE as Softwire Initiator
The Softwire Initiator (SI) is the host CPE (directly connected to a modem), which is dual-stack. There is no other gateway device. The IPv6 traffic SHOULD NOT traverse the Softwire. See Figure 5 . Figure 7 . 
assigns global IP address and DNS, etc. 
L2TPv2 Tunnel Setup
L2TPv2 [RFC2661] was originally designed to provide private network access to end users connected to a public network. In the L2TPv2 incoming call model, the end user makes a connection to an L2TP Access Concentrator (LAC). The LAC then initiates an L2TPv2 tunnel to an L2TP Network Server (LNS). The LNS then transfers end-user traffic between the L2TPv2 tunnel and the private network.
In the Softwire "Hub and Spoke" model, the Softwire Initiator (SI) assumes the role of the LAC Client and the Softwire Concentrator (SC) assumes the role of the LNS.
In the Softwire model, an L2TPv2 packet MUST be carried over UDP. The underlying version of the IP protocol may be IPv4 or IPv6, depending on the Softwire scenario.
In the following sections, the term "Tunnel" follows the definition from Section 1.2 of [RFC2661] , namely: "The Tunnel consists of a Control Connection and zero or more L2TP Sessions". Figure 11 describes the messages exchanged and Attribute Value Pairs (AVPs) used to establish a tunnel between an SI (LAC) and an SC (LNS). The messages and AVPs described here are only a subset of those defined in [RFC2661] . This is because Softwires use only a subset of the L2TPv2 functionality. The subset of L2TP Control Connection Management AVPs that is applicable to Softwires is grouped into Required AVPs and Optional AVPs on a per-control-message basis (see Figure 11 ). For each control message, Required AVPs include all the "MUST be present" AVPs from [RFC2661] for that control message, and Optional AVPs include the "MAY be present" AVPs from [RFC2661] that are used in the Softwire context on that control message. Note that in the Softwire environment, the SI always initiates the tunnel. L2TPv2 AVPs SHOULD NOT be hidden. This section prescribes specific values for AVPs that are required (by [RFC2661] ) to be present in one or more of the messages used for the Softwire establishment, as they are used in the Softwire context. It combines all the Required AVPs from all the control messages in Section 5.1.1, and provides Softwire-specific use guidance.
Tunnel Establishment

Host Name AVP
This AVP is required in SCCRQ and SCCRP messages. This AVP MAY be used to authenticate users, in which case it would contain a user identification. If this AVP is not used to authenticate users, it may be used for logging purposes.
Framing Capabilities AVP Both the synchronous (S) and asynchronous (A) bits SHOULD be set to 1. This AVP SHOULD be ignored by the receiver.
Framing Type AVP
The synchronous bit SHOULD be set to 1 and the asynchronous bit to 0. This AVP SHOULD be ignored by the receiver. The usage of these AVPs in L2TP messages is OPTIONAL, but SHOULD be implemented in the SC.
Receive Window Size AVP, Firmware Revision AVP, and Vendor Name AVP As defined in [RFC2661] .
AVPs Not Relevant for Softwires
L2TPv2 specifies numerous AVPs that, while allowed for a given message, are irrelevant to Softwires. They can be irrelevant to Softwires because they do not apply to the Softwire establishment flow (e.g., they are only used in the Outgoing Call establishment message exchange, while Softwires only use the Incoming Call message flow), or because they are Optional AVPs that are not used. L2TPv2
AVPs that are relevant to Softwires were covered in Sections 5.1.1, 5.1.1.1, and 5.1.1.2. Softwire implementations SHOULD NOT send AVPs that are not relevant to Softwires. However, they SHOULD ignore them when they are received. This will simplify the creation of Softwire applications that build upon existing L2TPv2 implementations.
Tunnel Maintenance
Periodically, the SI/SC MUST transmit a message to the peer to detect tunnel or peer failure and maintain NAT/NAPT contexts. The L2TPv2 HELLO message provides a simple, low-overhead method of doing this.
The default values specified in [RFC2661] for L2TPv2 HELLO messages could result in a dead-end detection time of 83 seconds. Although these retransmission timers and counters SHOULD be configurable (see Section 5.8 of [RFC2661] ), these values may not be adapted for all situations, where a quicker dead-end detection is required, or where NAT/NAPT context needs to be refreshed more frequently. In such cases, the SI/SC MAY use, in combination with L2TPv2 HELLO, LCP ECHO messages (Echo-Request and Echo-Reply codes) described in [RFC1661] . When used, LCP ECHO messages SHOULD have a re-emission timer lower than the value for L2TPv2 HELLO messages. The default value recommended in Section 6.5 of [RFC2661] for the HELLO message retransmission interval is 60 seconds. When used, a set of suggested values (included here only for guidance) for the LCP ECHO message RFC 5571
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request interval is a default of 30 seconds, a minimum of 10 seconds, and a maximum of the lesser of the configured L2TPv2 HELLO retransmission interval and 60 seconds.
Tunnel Teardown
Either the SI or SC can tear down the session and tunnel. This is done as specified in Section 5.7 of [RFC2661] , by sending a StopCCN control message. There is no action specific to Softwires in this case.
Additional L2TPv2 Considerations
In the Softwire "Hub and Spoke" framework, L2TPv2 is layered on top of UDP, as part of an IP-in-IP tunnel; Section 8.1 of [RFC2661] describes L2TP over UDP/IP. Therefore, the UDP guidelines specified in [RFC5405] apply, as they pertain to the UDP tunneling scenarios carrying IP-based traffic. Section 3.1.3 of [RFC5405] specifies that for this case, specific congestion control mechanisms for the tunnel are not necessary. Additionally, Section 3.2 of [RFC5405] provides message size guidelines for the encapsulating (outer) datagrams, including the recommendation to implement Path MTU Discovery (PMTUD).
PPP Connection
This section describes the PPP negotiations between the SI and SC in the Softwire context.
MTU
The MTU of the PPP link presented to the SPH SHOULD be the link MTU minus the size of the IP, UDP, L2TPv2, and PPP headers together. On an IPv4 link with an MTU equal to 1500 bytes, this could typically mean a PPP MTU of 1460 bytes. When the link is managed by IPsec, this MTU SHOULD be lowered to take into account the ESP encapsulation (see [SW-SEC]). The value for the MTU may also vary according to the size of the L2TP header, as defined by the leading bits of the L2TP message header (see [RFC2661] ). Additionally, see [RFC4623] for a detailed discussion of fragmentation issues.
LCP
Once the L2TPv2 session is established, the SI and SC initiate the PPP connection by negotiating LCP as described in [RFC1661] . In the IPv6-over-IPv4 scenarios (see Section 3.1), after the optional authentication phase, the Softwire Initiator MUST negotiate IPV6CP as defined in [RFC5072] . IPV6CP provides a way to negotiate a unique 64-bit Interface-Identifier to be used for the address autoconfiguration at the local end of the link.
IPv4CP
In the IPv4-over-IPv6 scenarios (see Section 3.2), a Softwire Initiator MUST negotiate IPCP [RFC1332] . The SI uses IPCP to obtain an IPv4 address from the SC. IPCP MAY also be used to obtain DNS information as described in [RFC1877] .
Global IPv6 Address Assignment to Endpoints
In several scenarios defined in Section 3.1, global IPv6 addresses are expected to be allocated to Softwire endpoints (in addition to the Link-Local addresses autoconfigured using the IPV6CP negotiated interface identifier 
DHCP
The Softwire Initiator MAY use DHCP to get additional information such as delegated prefix and DNS servers.
DHCPv6
In the scenarios in Section 3.1, if the SI supports DHCPv6, it SHOULD send a Solicit message to verify if more information is available.
If an SI establishing an IPv6 Softwire acts as a router (i.e., in the scenarios in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.4) it MUST include the Identity Association for Prefix Delegation (IA_PD) option [RFC3633] in the DHCPv6 Solicit message [RFC3315] in order to request an IPv6 prefix.
When delegating an IPv6 prefix to the SI by returning a DHCPv6 Advertise message with the IA_PD and IP_PD Prefix options [RFC3633] , the SC SHOULD inject a route for this prefix in the IPv6 routing table in order to forward the traffic to the relevant Softwire.
Configuration of DNS MUST be done as specified in [RFC3646] and transmitted according to [RFC3315] and [RFC3736] . In general, all DHCPv6 options MUST be transmitted according to [RFC3315] and [RFC3736] .
DHCPv4
An SI establishing an IPv4 Softwire MAY send a DHCP request containing the Subnet Allocation option [SUBNET-ALL]. This practice is not common, but it may be used to connect IPv4 subnets using Softwires, as defined in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.4.
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One Subnet-Request suboption MUST be configured with the 'h' bit set to '1', as the SI is expected to perform the DHCP server function. The 'i' bit of the Subnet-Request suboption SHOULD be set to '0' the first time a prefix is requested and to '1' on subsequent requests, if a prefix has been allocated. The Prefix length suboption SHOULD be 0 by default. If the SI is configured to support only specific prefix lengths, it SHOULD specify the longest (smallest) prefix length it supports.
If the SI was previously assigned a prefix from that same SC, it SHOULD include the Subnet-Information suboption with the prefix it was previously assigned. The 'c' and 's' bits of the suboption SHOULD be set to '0'.
In the scenarios in Section 3.2, when delegating an IPv4 prefix to the SI, the SC SHOULD inject a route for this prefix in the IPv4 routing table in order to forward the traffic to the relevant Softwire.
Considerations about the Address Provisioning Model
This section describes how a Softwire Concentrator may manage delegated addresses for Softwire endpoints and for subnets behind the Softwire Initiator. One common practice is to aggregate endpoints' addresses and delegated prefixes into one prefix routed to the SC. The main benefit is to ease the routing scheme by isolating on the SC succeeding route injections (when delegating new prefixes for SI). As this practice had been used, the inclusion of the Framed-IPNetmask attribute along with the Framed-IP-Address attribute tells the Softwire Concentrator to delegate an IPv4 prefix to the Softwire Initiator (e.g., in the IPv4-over-IPv6 scenarios where the Softwire Initiator is a router, see Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.4), as the SC should forward packets destined to any IPv4 address in the prefix to the SI.
Considerations for Maintenance and Statistics
Existing protocol mechanics for conveying adjunct or accessory information for logging purposes, including L2TPv2 and RADIUS methods, can include informational text that the behavior is according to the Softwire "Hub and Spoke" framework (following the implementation details specified in this document). When deploying Softwire solutions, operators may experience difficulties to differentiate the address family of the traffic reported in accounting information from RADIUS. This problem and some potential solutions are described in [SW-ACCT].
MIBs
MIB support for L2TPv2 and PPP are documented (see Section 4.4). Also, see [RFC4293] .
Security Considerations
One design goal of the "Hub and Spoke" problem is to very strongly consider the reuse of already deployed protocols (see [RFC4925] ). Another design goal is a solution with very high scaling properties. L2TPv2 [RFC2661] is the phase 1 protocol used in the Softwire "Hub and Spoke" solution space, and the L2TPv2 security considerations apply to this document (see Section 9 of [RFC2661] 11. Acknowledgements
